CONFIGURE-8

CONFIGURE-8
DESIGNED BY DAVID HILL

Corner post with integral stacking
and linking

Folding mechanism

Boardroom setting

The Configure-8 table range offers a stunningly superior look.
Designed using anodised aluminium this sleek, slim and lightweight
table will look great in any meeting, conference or board room.
This table range is lighter than comparable table systems giving ease
of handling but maintaining the strength and durability you have come
to expect from a Burgess table range. The largest table, the 180 x
75cm rectangle, weighs less than 25 Kg.
The tops are available in a range of top quality laminate finishes with
an elliptical bull nosed edge and optional leg infill panels to match or
contrast whichever suits your needs.
Each table is fitted with discreet clips, so you can join several tables
together to create exactly the right layout you need. It also has
adjustable feet to get just the right level in any room situation.
A choice of aluminium or matching laminate modesty panels is
available to complete this unique and versatile table system.

Aluminium or matching laminate modesty
panels are available

The table trolley can fit up to 10 tables for
a practical solution to storage

Adjustable foot

CONFIGURE-8
FLIP-TOP
DESIGNED BY DAVID HILL

Quick release latch mechanism

Cable tray

Two half rounds can be connected
together suitable for meeting areas

The Configure-8 Flip-Top table is the latest addition to the superb
Configure-8 table range. Combining the key elements from our best
selling Flip-Top table range and the sleek and stylish Configure-8 design,
this new table answers all the needs of the most demanding conference
and meeting room venues. The Configure-8 Flip-Top table can also be
supplied with a flip top power and data module inset into the table if required.
The Configure-8 Flip-Top table offers a superior nesting table system for
meetings and conferences. Tables can be stored in echelon with the top in the
vertical position. The anodised aluminium leg frames are set out to
the ends of the table to enable the user to sit comfortably.
Features include:
Flip-Top mechanism with quick release operation
Choice of top finishes with square 3mm radius hardwood edges:
Burgess High Pressure Laminate or Real Wood Laminate
Leg infill panels
Castors fitted as standard, 2 braked
Permanent modesty panel
Meets BS 6396: 2008 & BS EN 15372: 2008 Level 2 for general Contract use.
Features with power module:
Optional 3 way Cable trunking fitted inside leg upright
Cable tray and front fascia panel
Power modules have the facility for daisy chaining to reduce extension cables, up to 6 sockets max.,
RJ45 Cat 6 data ports and the power sockets can be ordered to accept different country’s requirements.

Boardroom setting

Tables can be stored in echelon with the
top in the vertical position

Pre-prepared to accept Schulte Evoline
flip top power module in accordance with
BS6396: 2008

CONFIGURE-8
Model

Dimension

Rectangular
C811
120 x 45cm
C812
130 x 45cm
C813
150 x 45cm
C814
180 x 45cm
C821
120 x 60cm
C822
130 x 60cm
C823
150 x 60cm
C824
180 x 60cm
C831
120 x 75cm
C832
130 x 75cm
C833
150 x 75cm
C834
180 x 75cm
D-End
C815
C825
C835

90 x 67.5cm - 1 leg
120 x 67.5cm - 1 leg
150 x 75cm - 2 legs

Quadrant Corner
C816
45cm
C826
60cm
C836
75cm

CONFIGURE-8
FLIP-TOP
Model

Dimension

Rectangular
C8FLT1
120 x 60cm
C8FLT2
150 x 60cm
C8FLT3
180 x 60cm
C8FLT6
120 x 75cm
C8FLT7
150 x 75cm
C8FLT8
180 x 75cm
Half Round
C8FLT4
120 x 60cm
C8FLT9
150 x 75cm
Quadrant Corner
C8FLTQ60 60cm
C8FLTQ75 75cm
Permanent modesty panel fitted as standard

Modesty Panels
C841
120cm front - laminate
C842
130cm front - laminate
C843
150cm front - laminate
C844
180cm front - laminate
C851
120cm front - aluminium
C852
130cm front - aluminium
C853
150cm front - aluminium
C854
180cm front - aluminium
Rotary table connector

75cm wide with optional infill

60cm wide with optional infill

75cm wide with standard infill

Table Trolleys (TTFC)
120cm long in 45/60/75 widths
130cm long in 45/60/75 widths
150cm long in 45/60/75 widths
180cm long in 45/60/75 widths

45cm wide without optional infill

60cm wide with standard infill

Height: 76cm only Frame Finish: Anodised Aluminium

Please specify:
Top Finish (all 25mm): i. Burgess high pressure laminate - C8: Elliptical bull nosed edge. C8-FLT: Square edge with 3mm radius (H)
		
ii. Burgess wood laminate - C8: Elliptical bull nosed edge. C8-FLT: Square edge with 3mm radius (W)
Infill Panel:
iii. C8: Optional C8-FLT: Standard

Issue date: June 2011
The Configure-8 Flip-Top table has
successfully passed BS 6396 (2008)
Electrical Systems in Office Furniture &
Educational Furniture
Report No: TSWMF34245

The Configure-8 Flip-Top table has
successfully satisfied the strength
requirements of BS EN 15372 (2008)
Level 2
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Email:		
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Report No: TSCAF33612

The Configure-8 table has successfully
satisfied the strength test requirements
of BS EN 15372 (2008) Level 3
Report No: TSTAF26608
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